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Federal Court Blocks Biden Ban on Oil and Gas Leasing 
 

By: Bret Sumner 

“A President may not transgress constitutional limitations,” explained the Federal Court judge in 
Louisiana who issued an injunction against President Biden’s Executive Order that temporarily 
banned leasing onshore and offshore federal oil and gas resources. June 15, 2021 Decision and 
Order. The Court issued this injunction nationwide to ensure uniformity across the federal oil and 
gas programs.  

The Bottom Line: In a nutshell, this Court ruling upholds the bedrock Constitutional principle of 
the separation of powers and stops the President from unilaterally amending federal statutes passed 
by Congress via executive fiat. Congress has the sole power under the Constitution to legislate and 
amend federal laws requiring the leasing of federal oil and gas resources, not the Executive Branch, 
and not the President via an Executive Order.  

As a practical matter, however, it does not mandate that the U.S. Department of the Interior take 
any action other than to stop implementing the Executive Order pausing oil and gas leasing 
pending a final determination in this federal case.  

The Federal Statutes: The Mineral Leasing Act (MLA) requires that the Secretary of the 
Department of the Interior (Interior) “shall” offer federal minerals for competitive sale on a 
quarterly basis. The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA) does not grant the President with 
specific authority to “pause” offshore oil and gas leases. These powers lie solely with Congress, 
absent an express Congressional grant of authority to the President and the Executive Branch via 
a federal statute.   

The Court found that President Biden’s Executive Order violates both Congressional statutes, 
explaining that “[b]y pausing the leasing, the agencies are in effect amending two Congressional 
statutes, OCSLA and MLA, which they do not have the authority to do.” Decision at 33.  

Governing Legal Framework and Limits on Presidential Powers: Article II of the Constitution 
assigns the President the roles of commander in chief, head of state, chief law enforcement officer, 
and head of the executive branch. The President has the sole constitutional obligation to “take care 
that the laws be faithfully executed.” This grant of authority to execute the laws does not extend 
to amending those laws. This legislative power resides solely with Congress. Although the 
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President has broad authority to issue Executive Orders, this authority must be executed within the 
law enforcement framework and consistent with existing federal laws.  

Preview of Coming Attractions: While the President cannot stop or unilaterally amend federal 
oil and gas statutes, the Executive Branch, via the U.S. Department of the Interior and its attendant 
bureaus, still has significant discretion to administer the offshore and onshore oil and gas programs 
under governing law and regulations.  

The exercise of this discretion may include deferring some nominated parcels from competitive 
sale due to resource concerns (e.g., species, habitat), more restrictive leasing and development 
requirements, and more expansive and time-consuming environmental analyses under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). We anticipate that this administration will continue to exercise 
this discretion to continue to delay further sales or to defer a significant number of nominated lease 
parcels from being offered for sale.  

The Bureau of Land Management has already issued guidance for the onshore oil and gas leasing 
program. We anticipate seeing additional guidance on lease deferrals as BLM looks to amend 
federal land use plans (e.g., for greater sage grouse) and engage in large-scale programmatic 
analyses (e.g., for greenhouse gases and climate change). 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact Bret Sumner for additional information. 
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